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Welcome!
Equinix Fabric is your source for secure, on-demand, virtual connectivity. Built specifically for digital
infrastructure, Equinix Fabric enables you to connect globally to your choice of thousands of
networking, storage, compute and application service providers in the industry’s largest infrastructure
ecosystem.
As the foundation of Platform Equinix’s interconnection capability, Equinix Fabric enables customers to
connect distributed infrastructure and digital ecosystems. With Equinix Fabric, you can optimize hybrid
multi-cloud application performance with on demand connectivity to top tier cloud and network
provider on ramps. You can also gain network agility by creating scalable, flexible connections across
Equinix locations within metro or globally. And if you are looking to achieve more flexible network
architectures in the future, you can also create private, virtual connections to virtual network functions
using Network Edge to spin up virtual routers, firewalls and SD WAN edge devices.
Here are the benefits of Equinix Fabric:
• Create connections at software speed with automated provisioning and the ability to scale up or
down as needs change.
• Simplify how you discover and connect globally to customers, partners and providers with an easyto-use portal, APIs and a repeatable deployment model.
• Improve performance and end user experience with low latency connections running over a
purpose-built SDN
• Bypass the public internet with direct connections to minimize security threats while also reducing
infrastructure overhead
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To get started, create an account on the Equinix Fabric Portal. Once you have logged in, you can
configure, purchase and manage Ports, Virtual Connections, and Service Profiles. Now, let’s
introduce the key sections to help you navigate and accelerate your onboarding of the Fabric
Portal.
The Dashboard
• Overview of Incoming, Outgoing connections and Pending Connection Requests
• Switch between the different Equinix portals in the main navigation bar
• Map view of your Equinix Fabric ports and additional locations
• Explore and Discover companies you would like to connect to.
• Stay up to date on new Equinix Fabric releases, ecosystem updates and other
announcements.

Connections
• Virtual Connections help you establish connectivity from your infrastructure to service
providers and other customers on Platform Equinix.
• Create a connection and view your connections inventory under the Connections tab on
your dashboard here
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Ports
• Ports are physical or virtual interfaces through which traffic flows to and from Equinix Fabric.
• Order an Equinix Fabric Port, view your port inventory and Order history here
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Support
• Report an issue to our Customer/Product Support team by raising a Support Case
• Access the Product Documentation to learn more about Equinix Fabric
• Reach the Global service Desk for 24x7 technical and logistics support

My Company
• Create a company profile to allow customers to learn more about your company across
Platform Equinix.
• Service Profiles allow you to enable customers to connect to your service via Equinix Fabric.
You can create a Layer 2 or Layer 3 service profile depending on the type of connection
required to reach your services.
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